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Electronic
solutions
for all vehicles

FEATURES

• Wirelessly monitor
up to 16 batteries
• Multi-voltage
compatible
(12 or 24 volt)
• Works with all types of
batteries - monitoring
dissimilar battery types
and voltages is not an
issue
• Easy to install and
operate, requiring no
wiring in the vehicle
• Batteries can be given
individual names
relevant to their
application
• Customisable
threshold for the
battery voltages can
be set to trigger an
alarm if batteries reach
the designated levels

RF Battery
Monitor Kit
Monitor up to 16 batteries
remotely
Hummingbird Electronics are proud to announce the release of our updated
RF Battery Monitor Kit (HMRF2000B) which can now wirelessly monitor up to
16 remote batteries.
There is no complicated and costly installation required, making it the perfect way to
monitor the batteries in a large fleet of vehicles - or a single application like a caravan,
boat, fridge... anything that runs on a battery.
The results are displayed on the easy-to-read colour screen of the main unit which
can be installed in any convenient location.
Alarm levels can be set so that the unit warns the user with a screen colour change
and warning alarm. Minimum and maximum alarm voltages can be set using the
keypad and on-screen menu. And each battery can be given a name that is relevant
to its application making it easy to remember which battery is which.
The RF Battery Monitor is the perfect application for monitoring battery operating
parameters across your entire vehicle fleet.
The HMRF2000B gives you the power to monitor and quickly identify adverse
battery conditions as well as avoid downtime and - ultimately - extend the life of
your batteries.
The HMRF2000B Battery Monitor Kit
comes with one RF transmitter.
RF Battery Monitor TX
HMRF0020 SN 5BEF

Purchase additional RF transmitters
by ordering part number HMRF0020.

• Australian designed
and manufactured

HMRF2000B

Available
now

24.6V Generator
12.2V Loader
13.2V Fork Lift
10.7V Truck #3
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